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1. rNTROIlUO'l'ION 

1.1 It is generally recognized that there is an avex-increasing need for the 
collection and prompt reporting of detailed statistics on catoh and. 
fishing effort by national fisher,r otttoes to international agencies tor 
use in making forecasts ot yields necessary tor the determination of 
rational management polic!es. As ind:j,oated in pa.ragraph 9.3 of a paper 
prepared by the Secretary of the CWP3 :for presentation at the 61st SioatutOl7 
Meeting of ICES (Lisbon, 1-10 Ootober 1973), BOperate meetings ... re bold 
in Paris, Madrid and. Lisbon beioween national representaioivsa and iohe 
international agencies concerned to discuss :n&ioional problems in statistical 
.reporting. 

1.2 Paris. France - 26 to 27 September 1973 

Participants 

L. Butler (FAO), Chairman 
D. Griffith (ICES) 
V. Hodder (ICNAF) 
E. Juste, MinistAre de Is. Marine Marchande 
P. Adam ) (OECD) 
o. GUvenen ) 

Madrid, Spain - 28 September 1973 

Pertioipent. 

L. Butler (FAO), Chairman 
D. Griffith (ICES) 
V. Hodder (ICNAF) 
B. Dragenik (ICSEAF) 
P. Miyake (ICCAT) 
P. Adam (OECD) 
v. Bermejo) 
E. Salas l Ministerio de Comaroio. Madrid 
n. Garcia 

Lisbon. Portugal - 2 October 1973 

Participants 

L. Butler (FAO), Chairmen 
D. Griffith (ICES) 
V. Hodder (ICNAF) 
B. Draganik (ICSEAF) 
P. I·liyake (!COAT) 
P. Adam (OECD) 

1 Issued by FAD in November 
2 See List of Abbreviations 
3 Gertenbach, L.P.D. 1973. 

1973 as FAD Fisheries Circular No. 381 (FIES/C381). 
on last page. 
Progress report on an interagency cooperation in statistical matters. 
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J.C.E. Cardoso l Directorate of Ma.rit1me Developoent Service. 
A.S. (Jaspar (Fisheries Development .Board) 
J.L. Carvalhinha e Sousa 
R. Monteiro l Instituto de Biologia Maritima, 
M. Lima. D!a.s Lisbon 

i: :e~~ve8 ~ Instituto Nacional de Estatiatioa, Lisbon 

V. Valdez, Centro de Biooeanolgia e Pascas do Ultramar, Ministerio do Ultramar, 
Lisbon 

2. JIATURE OF THE PROBLEMS 

2.1 The representatives of the agencies present at each meeting elaborated upon 
the current problems aSBociated with the national reporting of the statistical 
data. In general the problems covered the following: 

3. 

3.2 

(a) 

(b) 

( 0) 

(d) 

(0) 

Coverage of national catoh and effort data. 

The prompt reporting of preliminar,y catch statistics on selected 
speoies to regional agenoies 8S Boon as possible after the end of 
eaoh calendar year for use by Working Groups which usually meet in 
January and February to assess the status of the various fish stooks. 

The prompt reporting of aocurate catch and effort data by species, 
gear category, vessel tonnage clas8, statistical areas and month, eto. 
in accordanoe with the specifio requirements of the regional inter
governmental agencies, as detailed in the Notes for the oompletion of 
the various STATLANT forms; these Notes are updated annually. 

The proper application of the appropriate oonversion factors when 
landed products are co~rted to nominal catches. 

The periodic reporting of fleet statistics (e.g., for compilation of 
ICNAF List of Fisbing Vessels ever" 3 years). 

FRENCH STATISTICAL PROCEWllES 

Observations on submission of Frenoh statistics 

The . pointed out that a high ~oportion of French catohes 
are area (ourrently 70 percent) and, oonsequent17, a high 
degree of importan08 is attached to the adequate reporting of oatoh data by 
France, particularly with regard to the provision by ICES of soientifio advice 
to the regional regulatory bod3". NEAFC. No information whatsoever had been 
reoeived to date on French ca"tches in 1972, and. the urgent need for these 
data was stressed. The timetable involved in the liaison procedure between 
ICES and NEAFC was described, and note lI&8 made of the 1973 :REAJe Reoorrmendation 
that catch data. on selected speoies be provided to ICES by 1 .Februa.r,y . 
of the year following that to which the data applied. -

The ICNAF representative reported that all STATLANT statistics had been 
received from France for 1972 but pointed out that there were some minor 
deficienoies, the most important being the lack of' breakdown of Divisions 
3P, 4V and 5Z into subdivisions as required. He also noted that the 
quantities of fish discarded (whole fish thrown overboard at sea) were 
important to the biologists in their assessments of the fish stookB and that 
efforts should be made to improve the oollection of such data. 

S"WTJIIlal'Y of French statistical prograurne 

The fisheries of France comprise three separa.te entities: 

(a) Grande J?!che: Distant water fisheries in the ICRAF area and the 
Barents Sea involving about 20 large fishing vessels which st~ on 
the fishing grounds for" extended periods of time. 
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(b) Pfche au large: The fisheries involve about 2 000 vessels normally 
staying at sea for more than three ~8 and. up to two weeks. 

(0) Phehe ceti~re: Coastal fisheries undertaken by about 10 000 boats. 

3.2.2 Grande piche: A new statistical system has just been established for these 
fisheries. This irwolv8s the maintenance of a logbook by the captain of 
eaoh fishing vessel; the resulting data are to be processed by oomputer. 
All ICNAF and ICES requirements will in :future be satisfied by the output 
of this system. SpeCifically, data for 1913 are expected to be available 
during March/April 1974 but will not include a monthly breakdown. Data 
for 1974 should be available by February 1975 in complete form. 

3.2.3 Phehe au large: A similar system is being introduoed for these fisheries. 
It is expected to be fully operational for the year 1974, the data for which 
will become available in April/~ 1915. Regarding the data for 1973, the 
national submissiOns should be more detailed than in previous years, as 
aCCOW1t will be taken of information £'rom logbooks which are being intro
duced in the main fisbing ports, but not computerized at this stage. 

The catches of French vessels, operating in tropinel waters (mainly for tuna) 
and sometimes operating out of African ports, will be treated as part of 
the P€che au large fleet for statistical purposes. Arrangements have been 
made for all logbooks to be sent to France and the catches treated as 
French national production. 

3.2.4 P~che ceti~re: The design and implementation of a sample survey for catch 
and effort are beine undertaken, and it is e.xpected that by 1975 (1974 data) 
the programme will be sufficient~ established to provide all required data 
promptly and "lith adequate precision. 

The new system should be in operation for all French fishinc activity 
as from 1974, and by Ma;y of eaoh following year national totals and. all 
required breakdownS should become available. • 

4. SPANISH STATISTICAL PROCEDURES 

4.1 Observations on Spanish statistics 

4.1.1 The ICES representative outlined the sequence of events in the processing 
by ICES, of soientifio advioe to BEAFC. The importance of meetiIlf the 
deadlines for the submission of catch data on forms STATLANT 27A (31 MIq) 
and 27B (31 August) was stressed with regard to the early publication of 
ICES Bulletin Statistique and Statistical Newsletters, and also with regard 
to the provision of adequately detailed and soundly-based advice to NEAFC. 
Completed STATLANT 27A forms (giving the area brealcd-;nm of 1972 catches) 
were received from Spain on 21 September, but STATLANl' 27B forma, w}lich 
give the monthly breakdown of catch and fishtng effort, had not yet been 
received. 

4.1.2 

Equally important is the accuracy of breakdowns by species and by area. 
The catch of "unsorted, unidentified" fish (excluding shellfish) reported 
by Spain for 1970 was 20 000 tons but for 1972 this figure had risen to 
67 000 tons. Similarly, all of the 1970 catch had been allocated to an 
ICES fishing area, but 30 000 tons of the 1972 catch (excluding shellfish) 
were reported UDder the heading "area not lmown". 

The ICNAF representative observed that all STATLANT statistics have been 
received from Spain for 1972; annual statistics on STATLAlfl' 21A (deadline 
15 April) ... re received in lat. Ma,y and STATLANl' 21B (deadline 15 JUlIO) 
by em-ly July. He noted that it was becoming more important for national 
offices to submit the required data. promptly to meet the demands of scientists 
who must advise the Commission in ita conservation programme. He noted 
that ICNAF will require from national offices prelimina.ry data on 1973 
catches of principal species for consideration at the mid-term meeting of 
the Assessment Sub-COO'II'Iittee in Jarruary' 1974. 
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4.1.3 The ICSEAF representative indicated that there is an urgent need for 
scientists to have available precise statistical data. especially for hake 
management, and for ICSEAF to publish the data in its Statistical Bulletin 
without delS¥. This Bulletin will contain catch and fishing effort data 
by divisions, month, size class of vessel, gear, main species caught. These 
data are normally submitted by national offices to ICSEAF Secretariat on 
forms STATLANT 41A and 47B, and an acceptable deadline is the 1 september. 
However, no statistical data have yet been received from Spain for 1912 or 
earlier years. It was noted that the MW data-processing system being imple
mented by Spain at present would satisfy all of the ICSEAF requirements, 
that Spanish scientists would aid the national office in providing an, 
as accurate as possible, speoies breakdown of the Spanish catches and that 
these data for 1972 and 1973 would be submitted to ICSEAF as expeditious~ 
as possible. 

4.1.4 The ICCAT representative indicated that, in the past, ~ problems were 
experienced in obtaining adequate and accurate statistics from the Spanish 
National Office. However, due to constant contact and cooperation between the 
Spanish Marina Mercame and the ICCAT Secretariat, most of the problems 
are now being solved. TheBe are summarized below: 

(a) Timeliness. Delayed reportillg of statistics by the Spanish lIatiol3al 
Office has been a problem in the put. In 1972 Spain started an automatic 
data-processing system which resulted in further d.e183B during the first year 
of operation. However, it is hoped that when the progranme starts rwming 
smoothly in 1974, such delays will be avoided. 

(b) AccuracY in Catch Reporting. There has been some problem with the 
identification of speoies and. area of catch. Automatic data processing 
prooedures will initially make matters worse. Therefore, very careful 
editing is required before the data are fed into the computer. 

(c) Data Coverage. Spanish statistics have given full coverage of 
coastal tuna fisheries but not of distant water fisheries. The ICCAT 
Secretariat has been assisting the Spanish authorities in establishing a 
logbook system for the distant water boats as well as obtaining more 
correct landing statistics. This system WBS first introduced in 1973, and 
a large amount of data is presently becoming available. It is strongly 
recommended that these data be promptly ana~ed and made available to the 
scientists as soon as possible. 

(d) Detailed Statistics for Coastal Fisheries. ICCAT has been assisting 
Spanish scientists in establishing port survey systems (since 1972). 
The project has been successful. Again it is recomend.ed that the data 
be made available to scientists promptly. 

4.2 Summary of Spanish·statistical programme 

4.2.1 For statistical purposes the Spanish fishing fleet is considered as 
consisting of two fleets: 

Vessels of over 50 tons 
Other vessels 

4.2.2 Veseels of over 50 tons 

From 1974 all vessels of over 50 tons (there are about 3 000 taking over 
8~ of the total Spanish oatch) will be expected to supply on a trip by 
trip basis details of capture and disoards qy speoies along with the related 
effort and area of activity. The info:nnation provided qy the oompleted 
questionnaires when proper~ processed will provide all agencie8 with the 
statistical data required to carry out their internationally agreed tunctions. 

The establishment of this new programne, which will be able to provide 
more promptly than in the past data in greater detail and with greater 
accuracy, is to be weloomed. It is however to be noted that the successful 
implementation of such a programme requires additional staff to ensure 
a high response rate and to edit the received questionnaire to reduce 
response errors. Also necessary will be the services of systems analysts 
and programmers to ensure that compilation is carried out in the oheape8t 
and most efficient manner b,y computer. 
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4.2.3 other vassels 

No changes in present procedures are at: present f'oreeeen sinae major 
effort; will be directed toward ensuring the successful implementation 
of the prog:nuae tor the larger wssel ne.t. Present procedures do h0ll8ver 
provide for this fleet, catoh 'b7 species by port of landing, and henoe by 
area of capture. Statistics of fiBhing effort are not available but 
consideration IIUQ' be given at 80JD8 future time to couxtting the mnber of 
landings • 

Tuna landings by the small boat fieet are however alrea~ treated 
exceptionally and a system providing the number of' landings aa well as 
catch is alrea.d¥ provided. 

4.2.4 General 

It is to be welcomed that in the not too distant future the requirement 
of all agencies will be sati8fied, except perhaps for the effort of small 
veBoels not engaged in tuna fishing. It might however be stressed that 
this syetem, which is necessary for supplying international agencies 
accurate and detailed statistics in good time in order to carry out their 
internationally agreed duties, requires the employment of suffioient riaff 
experienced in the field of fish statistic8, and the allocation of sufficient 
monies to properly fund the programme. 

PORTUGUESE STATISTICAL PROCEruRES 

Observations on portuguese statistios 

The ICES representative stressed the importance of meeting the deadlines 
tor the submission at oatch data on torms STATLANr 27A (31 Mq) a.nd 27B 
(31 August), with regard to the earl,y publication at ICES Bulletin 
Statiatique and Statistical Newsletters. The gaps in the Advance Balease 
of 1912 statistical data, whioh resulted from the late au.bmiBsion of the 
data seriously reduced the value of the information that the Advance Release 
contained. The importance of timely subnission of data for the provision 
of soientific advice to NEAFC was also stressed, and in that oontexi attention 
lias drawn to the HEAFC resolution oalling tor the submission of catch figures 
for 14 selected speoies by 1 February each :rear, tor the use of ICES \iorkUlg 
Groups. 

No STATLAm' 21B data have been reoe.ived from Portugal to date, and 
the 21A statistios were not received until 10 september. 

5.1.2 The ICNAF representative noted that all STA!LANT statistics tor the ICNAF 
Area tor 1912 had been received from Portugal with no Significant deticienoes. 
In the past the nominal catches reported by PortU88.1 consisted entirelyof' 
ood; however, for 1912 some supplementary data on catches of other species· 
(redfish. American plaice and other flounders) were received. He noted 
that it was becoming more important for natioDB.l offices to submit 
the required data promptly to meet the demands of scientists who must 
advise the C01Jlllission in its management poliC7. and that ICKAF will 
require prelimina.J:7 data on 1913 catches of principal species for con
sideration a.t the mid-term Meeting of the Asae8BlD8J'It Sub-Coa:mittee in 
January 1974. 

Biological data from PortU8USBe fisheries in the ICllAF Area are ve1'7 
deficient •. and efforts should be made to improve the sampling prograame. 

5.1.3 The leeAT representative pointed out some of the problems in tuna 
statistics Bubmitted b.Y Por~ll 

(a) SpeCies separation - Portuguese catch data (except for Angolan 
waters' have been presented only in two categor!es, i.e., tunas 
(albaoore, yellowfin. blue fin and bigeye oombined) and other 
tuna-like fishes. The species oomposition of these groups ie 
essential. 
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(b) Detailed statistic8 - Catch and effort data as well as biological 
data by area and month have not been submitted with the exception 
of catohe. for Angolan watera. The establishment of lOSbook or 
port-~ systams together with a biological sampling progranae 
in Azores and. Madeira areas would fulfil the ICCAI!' requirementse 

5.1.4 The ICSEAF representative indicated the urgent aBed to have OOIIplate Portuguese 
catch and effort data for the leSEAli' Area. All of September 1973 the 
secretariat had received 1912 catch data rr ... Ansola (inahore naher:r data 
only). However, 1912 data are lacking for the Portuguese neat. ballad and 
llUlding in the porta of Mozambique and Metropolitan Portugal. It i8 illportant 
that Portuguese fish8r.J atati8ti08 be aa complete as po.sible and be sub
mitted to ICSEAF promptly. The previous year's data should be available not 
later than 1 September of each year for inclusion in the ICSEAF Statietical 
Bull.tin to be published annually. 

5.2 SummarY of portuguese Statistical Prosramme 

5.2.1 The fiaheries of Portugal can be olaesified 8S follONe: 

(a) Metropolitan Portugal and adjaoant ialanda (boraa and Madeira) 

( , ) 
(~i) 

Distant water fisheries 
Coaatal fishery 

(b) OVer .... Portugal (Ansola, Mo .... biq ... ) etc. 

1
i ) 

, ) 
~~i) 

Fishing by large ve •• els tram Metropolitan PortU&&1 
Large looal vessels (purse seiners, shrimp trawlers) 
Artisanal fishery 

5.2.2 At pre.ent the National Institute of Statistics (HIS) compiles landing 
statistios for all of the fisheries. Detailed statistics of catch and 
effort are

l 
or soon will be, available from the Fisheries Developnent 

Board (FDB for n.ets a(i) and b(i) based on reporta received directq 
frorn vessels. For fleet a(ii) a sampling scheme has been developed by the 
Institute of Ma.rine Biology (1MB) to provide catch and effort data. La.etly. 
for fleet' b(ii) and part of fleet b(iii), catch and effort data are available 
from the OVerseas Ministry (OM). 'l'hese arrangements are transitional 
(aee 5.2.3) and during this period all requests for statistiCS or related 
inquiries should be ~ased to Capt. J.C.E. Cardoso. 

5.2.3 At present all four national a.gencies (ns, FDB, nm and OM) are cooperating 
in the design of a comprehensive and integrated statistical system which is 
intended to meet the statistical requirements of the international agencies. 
For fleets a(i), b(i) and b(ii), detailed catch and effort data will be 
collected on an individual vessel baais, whereas for fleets a(ii) and 
b(iti) proper sampling schemes will be designed and implemented. The entire 
statistical system will be designed tor automatic data-processing. 

5.2.4 The implementation ot the system briefly described above is necess&r,1 if 
Portugal is to be able to satisf,y its commitments to international agencies 
in the prompt provision of accurate statistical data in the detail required. 
The proposed programne is heavy and its successful implementation requires 
the employment of sufficient staff experienced in the field of fishery 
statisticB and the provision of sufficient funds to finance the progr8lllll8. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

(a) The repreeentatives of all three countries visited were fully aware 
of the requirements of the international agencies and of their 
responsibility to satisf,y these requirements. 

(b) They were also fully aware of the deficiencies in their present 
fishery statistical systems. 

(c) They all stated that they had computer-oriented statistical ~stema 
at various stages of development, whose objectives are to supply 
the international agencies, in good time. with aU the required statistics. 
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(d) The representatives of the various international agencies _1co_d 
the proposed developments, expressed the need for their early imple
mentation qy the national fiaher,y statistical offices ooncerned and 
urged that sufficient staff and funds be made available' to make' the 
systems operational &s aoon as possible. 

CWP 

ICCAT 

ICES 

ICNAF 

leSEAF 

NEAFC 

OEeD 

List of Abbreviations 

Coordinating Working Party on Atlantic Fishery Statistics 

International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas 

International Council for the Exploration of the Sea 

International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries 

International Commission for the Southeast Atlantic Fisheries 

North-East Atlantic Fisheries Commission 

Organization for Economic Cooperation Bnd Development 
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